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•

tireless advocacy to improve the management of our parks and reserves, including our contributions
to Regional Advisory Committees, the National Parks Advisory Council and numerous community
conservation forums;

•

over 68 detailed submissions addressing issues as diverse as mountain biking tracks in the Illawarra,
mining proposals, the intrusion of walking tracks into previously intact alpine wilderness, and eco-tourism
proposals for coastal parks;

•

formal submissions and appearances before parliamentary committees investigating koalas, the extinction
crisis, old growth, and the ‘right to farm’;

•

liaison with government agencies to progress environmental policy and regulation on topics such as
native vegetation mapping, old growth, private forestry, rainforest, recovery planning, and the review of
park management regulations; and

•

representation and meetings with State and Federal Ministers, local members and parliamentarians to
inform and influence key environmental issues such as the management of feral horses in Kosciusko
National Park, the Snowy 2.0 proposal, the Sydney Marine Park and logging in native forests.

Our achievements have taken place against a background of continuous improvement of our systems,
including revision of NPA’s governance framework, a systematic review of work health and safety, improved
reporting to major donors, and enhancement of our social media presence. We thank Alix Goodwin for her
contribution to this and other work during her time as Chief Executive Officer. She was a driving force behind
many of our campaigns.
Our outcomes continue to be driven by a collaboration of generous donors, members, supporters, partners,
volunteers and staff who are passionate to protect nature. Thank you to all who have been part of this
important work.
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A year of strong advocacy and community
As a vigorous advocate for nature, NPA is firmly focused on the protection and
promotion of the State’s natural areas and reserves. NPA draws strength from our
extensive regional reach, in-depth local knowledge, wealth of conservation and
organising skills, and evidence-based approach to conservation. We have an unrivalled
nature-based activities program supported by our 15 local branches and the hard
work, enthusiasm and commitment of our members living in urban, regional and rural
communities across NSW.
2018-2019 was a year that truly tested our capabilities, agility and determination. The
threats to our parks, natural landscapes and biodiversity have never been more acute.
The NSW Government’s legislation favouring feral horses over the sensitive alpine
habitats of Kosciusko National Park came into effect at the start of the financial year.
This legislation was joined by proposals that would strip sanctuaries from marine parks;
allow logging in the Murray Valley National Park and Pilliga National Park; reclassify
forestry reserves from old growth to logging coups; and remove the last vestiges of
protection for native vegetation.
NPA responded with decisive policy critiques, public submissions, parliamentary
representations (including appearing at Upper House and Senate Inquiries) and a range
of conservation campaigns - all to remind government that conservation sits at the heart
of community expectations.

NPA members accepted the challenge to bring environmental issues to the fore in the
‘twin elections’ of March and May 2019. We engaged with candidates across the political
spectrum and distributed our detailed findings of threats and opportunities confronting
natural places. Our ecological and policy expertise, extensive local knowledge and
regional reach influenced the environmental platforms parties took to the State and
Federal elections. The plight of koalas, threats to alpine areas and the desperate need
for new national parks were reflected in election promises.
This body of policy work positioned NPA with a ready-made platform to begin
discussions with the new NSW Minister for the Environment, Matthew Kean. Our
proposals for The Great Koala National Park, Forests for All, Sydney Marine Park, and
50 Parks were tabled from day one. Minister Kean has proved an active Minister for
the Environment, approving long deferred plans of park management, appointing NPA
nominees to National Parks Regional Advisory Committees and the Advisory Council,
and gazetting the first large new parks for nearly a decade.
Connecting people with nature is one of NPA’s core goals and something we
believe strengthens individual understanding of the importance of conservation and
environmental sustainability. In addition to community events, restoration projects
and over a thousand bushwalks organised by our branches across the State, NPA
connected people with nature through our innovative citizen science programs. These
programs engage community members to take part in scientific research studies by
collecting data about wildlife or natural areas. Completing biodiversity surveys as part of
this program greatly adds value to the atlas of wildlife in Australia.

An equally disturbing trend has been the emergence of projects that pose serious
threats to parks under the veneer of achieving conservation outcomes. The Snowy 2.0
development, promoted as an enabler for the renewable energy sector does not stack
up. There are better, cheaper energy storage alternatives and as proposed, Snowy
2.0 will destroy more sensitive national park habitat than any previous development
proposal. Tree planting projects in parks and reserves are also proving to be far from
positive. While hailed as a win-win for ecological restoration and carbon sequestration,
recent projects have been poorly designed, and are likely to radically transform the
natural ecology of affected sites.
Walking tracks, the cornerstone of NPA’s bushwalking heritage, have been jeopardised
by proposals for high cost, exclusive access, and new routes across pockets of intact
coastal and alpine vegetation areas of high ecological value.
As we respond to these and emerging challenges it is crucial that NPA continue to grow
our collective knowledge, engagement with park managers, and strident advocacy for
the protection of parks and reserves.

Anne Dickson

Gary Dunnett

President, National Parks
Association of NSW

Executive Officer,
National Parks
Association of NSW
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Protect our Parks
The concerns of recent years on the lack of government action on protected areas have
been alleviated somewhat with the appointment of Matt Kean as Environment Minister,
though it’s still too early to tell whether the tide has turned.

Protecting nature
We need a world class, well-managed reserve system to connect
natural areas across all land tenures, waterways, and marine
areas in NSW. Some bioregions and their subregions are either
poorly represented or remain outside the protected area system.
Rivers, wetlands, inter-tidal zones, marine areas and fauna also
require protection. We are focused on an increase in the protected
areas of NSW from the current 9% to at least the IUCN target of
17%. This protected area network must be supported by world
class environmental law, policy, planning and enforcement that
reinforces nature conservation. We also expect world heritage
status for places of high universal value.
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Many of our members participated in a walk from Sydney to Mt Kosciuszko organised by
the ReclaimKosci campaign to highlight the destruction caused by feral horses. A petition
of 12,000 signatures calling on NSW Parliament to repeal the Wild Horse Heritage
Act and remove feral horses from Kosciuszko National Park was vigorously debated
in Parliament and while some trapping and removal of horses has recommenced this
remains insufficient to address the problem.
However, the Snowy 2.0 proposal also poses serious risks to the integrity of Kosciuszko.
NPA strongly objects to the project as there are better and cheaper alternatives to
providing Australia’s renewable energy storage. Our extensively researched Paper
Snowy 2.0 Doesn’t Stack Up demonstrates the project is too expensive, its benefits are
overstated, and as proposed it will seriously damage one hundred square kilometres
of Kosciuszko National Park. It will spread pest fish and weeds through the Murray and
Snowy river systems and be a significant visual blight on the landscape. Consequently,
we have been working vigorously to oppose this project.
There was better news for the future of the Murray Valley National Park. While degazettal
and logging through the notion of ‘ecological thinning’ remain on the agenda for some,
we are hopeful that the Environment Minister’s statement that “there will never be a
national park de-gazetted and there will never be commercial logging in a national park
while I’m the Environment Minister” will hold true.
The raising of the Warragamba Dam wall has been met with ongoing resistance
from NPA members, led by the Colong Foundation for Wilderness via its Give A Dam
campaign. A film highlighting the environmental and Aboriginal cultural impacts of the
proposal was released in March 2019 and NPA Branches assisted in hosting screenings
on the south coast and Sydney.
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Forests
Unfortunately, 2018 saw the NSW and Federal governments sign new Regional Forest
Agreements for the Eden, Southern and North East regions of NSW. This was hugely
disappointing for NPA because we believe that it was a missed opportunity for the
NSW government to rethink our use of forests in the context of the dual climate and
biodiversity crises we are facing. We had developed creative and practical alternative
policy solutions, and it was galling that the governments simply refused to listen.
In addition, in November 2018, the NSW government introduced new logging laws called
Coastal Integrated Forestry Operations Approvals (CIFOA). The CIFOA legalised a form
of highly intensive logging, resembling the Eden woodchip regime, across 140,000
hectares of coastal forests between Taree and Grafton. This new zone overlaps strongly
with NPA’s Great Koala National Park proposal. The CIFOA made many other changes,
including an approximate doubling of intensity throughout the coastal zone, removal of
the need to look for threatened species before logging and the reduction of headwater
stream buffers from 10m to 5m.
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The Great Koala National Park

The new CIFOA also precipitated a process to remap and rezone protected old-growth
forests in north-east NSW in order to make up a claimed timber shortfall resulting from
the rule changes. The veracity of this shortfall is contested by environment groups, and it
is likely that the shortfall will have to be verified before the process continues.

The Great Koala National Park (GKNP) garnered a huge amount of media interest prior
to the NSW State election and gained support from many sections of the community—
including a mountain bike group. This attention included an 11th hour scare campaign from
those opposed to the proposed park on the old mantra of ‘jobs versus environment’. It’s
clear that the changes to the new CIFOA spell great danger for the persistence of koalas.
At the time of writing, forest protests were taking place in the headwaters of the Kalang
River to oppose plans to log forests where populations of koalas, overlooked by Forestry
Corporation, had been found by citizen scientists. These forests are part of the GKNP
proposal.

50 Parks

Sydney Marine Park

NPA launched ’50 Park Proposals’ in January 2018 to coincide with the 50th birthday of
the National Parks and Wildlife Service. Branches are working with the Sydney office
to promote these reservations. For example, Milton Branch has partnered with several
organisations to further additions to Jervis Bay National Park, Hunter Branch continues
its advocacy for the addition of significant state forests to Barrington Tops, Coffs Coast
Branch continues its local advocacy for the Great Koala National Park, and Armidale has
held a gathering in the Pilliga to further advocacy for extending protection of the area.

In August 2018 the NSW government committed to a new Marine Park for the
Hawkesbury Shelf bioregion—the only outstanding marine bioregion to lack any formal
protection. However, despite sanctuary zones covering only 2.4% of the proposal,
former Primary Industries Minister Niall Blair unilaterally ruled out any sanctuaries before
the public consultation process had even ended. NPA is continuing to advocate with
Government on the Marine Park issue and there is cautious optimism that a marine park
that confers real protection for ecological assets can be a reality in the future.
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Activities and Bushwalking Program
The NPA Activities & Bushwalking program helps people build better relationships and
better connect with nature. By spending time in natural places, people start to feel more at
home and develop a greater responsibility to care for these places.
This year we continued to support over 120 volunteer leaders as they organised and ran
over 1,000 activities for our members and the broader community. While bushwalking
remains the most common activity, other activities also cater to a broad range of abilities
and interests - camping, talks, accommodation based walking trips, cycling and canyoning.
All leaders contribute in a meaningful way to the program. Just over 20 of our leaders
organise a trip at least once a month. Our ten busiest leaders lead about 38% of our
program, and about 40 of our leaders led one or two activities in our last program. This
adds up to be a significant contribution, especially to the variety of activities on offer. A
very big thank you to all our leaders and walks coordinators who put so much heart and
soul into serving our community in this way.
Work is still continuing to further develop the 60 Best Walks program. With volunteers
engaged to write more information on all the walks and continue to work towards
compiling an ebook.
The Bushwalking 101 website continues to grow in popularity with over 32,000 people
using the website this financial year. A variety of articles on map reading continue to be the
most popular pages on the website, with articles on footwear, Personal Locator Beacons,
water treatment, clothing and shoe lacing being the next most popular.
Last year we printed over 3,000 Thrive in the Wild brochures with support from the Paddy
Pallin Rogaine. These were very popular and fully distributed this year through camping
stores, branches and with new member packs.

Connecting people with nature
Since NPA was formed in the late 1950s, the NSW population has
doubled in size and become more urbanised. Further significant
population growth is expected over coming decades. The
importance of national parks for personal and societal wellbeing
remains generally accepted, although there is increasing pressure
for their protection to be weakened or even overturned. NPA
continues to expand its nature-based activities so that more people
from all backgrounds have the opportunity enjoy nature and are
motivated to actively protect it.
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Naturally Accessible is a project we have run over several years to help improve access
to bushwalking for people with a disability. Interest in the project remains high with
stakeholders mainly from local councils and groups such as Duke of Edinburgh. We will
continue to maintain the project the best we can and seek funding for the next phase as
soon as practically possible.
We have continued to work with Bushwalking NSW (BNSW) attending all public meetings
and providing meaningful support in assisting with improved governance. Issues around
the removal of the capped membership continue to be raised and we will continue the
discussions with BNSW and other clubs in the hope of finding a positive solution for all.
One significant outcome from our Activities Committee was a contribution towards a
framework to help in the assessment of NPWS iconic walk proposals. NPA cautiously
welcomes these new walk proposals. They potentially provide the opportunity for
enhanced appreciation of our national parks. However, we are advocating strongly to
ensure their design is not environmentally detrimental and they do not alienate parts of our
parks for private interests.
13

Citizen Science and On-Ground Programs
Through a range of grant funded projects and member volunteer efforts we have
once again provided opportunities for a broad range of people to become involved in
environmental research and conservation.

Wild Wild Inner West
The Wild Wild Inner West (WWIW) project engaged young adults, as our newest
generation of decision makers, in a variety of nature engagement and citizen science
activities to promote environmental stewardship. Young adults are starkly underrepresented as participants in nature engagement events so the programming of the
project was specifically curated to address this gap.
The events ranged from pub talks, ecology walks, workshops building roosting boxes
for native fauna, through to canoe rides. A significant proportion of the project was
led by Aboriginal people who provided a cultural perspective on urban ecology and
nature.
The WWIW project brought in 199 attendees through 12 events, exceeding grant
requirements. In its short lifespan, WWIW events were part of 3 festivals (Sydney
Science Festival, Sydney Design Festival and the Wurridjal Festival) and had
interviews on 2 radio shows (‘The Breakfast Show’ on ABC Radio Sydney and
‘Down to Earth’ on FBI radio). This far-spanning exposure meant that the reach of
the project far exceeded project targets, coming in at 325,998 recipients from a
proposed 10,000. All in all the WWIW project was a huge success and was supported
by Greater Sydney Local Land Services through funding from the Australian
Government’s National Landcare Program.

Bringing Back the Buzz to the Cumberland Plain Woodlands
This was the final year of funding for the Bringing Back the Buzz to the Cumberland Plain
Woodland project. The Buzz project aimed to restore pollinator habitat in remnant patches
of Cumberland Plain Woodland with the help of new bushcare groups and school and
community pollinator workshops.
Working with Camden Council, Liverpool City Council and Campbelltown City Council,
bushcare groups, and locals over the past year, we completed 717 volunteer hours of
bush regeneration across 13.6 hectares of endangered Cumberland Plain Woodland to
improve pollinator habitat. We also created supplementary pollinator habitat by constructing
186 small insect hotels, and ran pollinator conservation activities with 134 primary school
students and 4 community members at a workshop. In the past year we have also run 12
pollinator surveys across 6 different sites. Over the length of the project we observed
47 pollinator species, including 15 native bee and 22 butterfly species, through 30
pollinator surveys. The Buzz project was supported by the NSW Government through its
Environmental Trust.
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Who’s Living on My Land
Since funding ended in June 2018 the Who’s Living on My Land project has continued
offering workshops for interested local community and landcare groups on an asrequested basis. Through the use of infrared cameras this project helps landholders
discover which native and feral species are living on their land, and how they can be
effectively managed.
A workshop earlier in the year commissioned by Greening Australia for their Reveal and
Restore Western Sydney Dry Rainforest project specifically targeted private landholders
who likely had this endangered ecological community on their property. This workshop
taught 20 private landholders how to use the infrared cameras so they could make
informed decisions for habitat improvements and pest management, and take joint steps
towards improving the condition of Western Sydney Dry Rainforest.

Bush Connect Projects
The Berry Bush Links and Thin Green Line projects are now in their 4th year (of six years of
funding) from the NSW Environmental Trust Bush Connect Program. Berry Bush Links (Berry
Landcare and NPA jointly managed) operates in the Berry area and the Thin Green Line
project (NPA Lead Partner) operates in the Illawarra Escarpment area (above and below
the Escarpment east of Robertson). Continuing drought conditions throughout much of
NSW and absent or part-time rural residents makes landholder engagement a continuing
challenge. However, successful engagement with new project partner, Corrective Services,
is now providing much needed on-ground support with weed control, fencing and tree
planting activities on public land sites throughout the Berry Bush Links project area. Overall
the projects have successfully added 7 landholder additional agreements (over 30 total
for the project so far); planting of 3,000 native tubestocks; more than 10ha of native habitat
weeded, 1,100m of fencing and more than 200 foxes have been controlled.
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Strengthening NPA’s community
We have a distinct community of members, supporters, staff,
and allied conservation partners. Our strength comes from
their numbers, their remarkable experience and expertise, and
their dedicated commitment and enthusiasm as advocates
for protecting nature. We cannot achieve our goals without
them. Growing and diversifying our membership is essential as
we continue to build on our shared purpose and strengthen
involvement in our activities.
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Election forums
Prior to the March state election, NPA hosted two election forums in Willoughby in
partnership with Willoughby Environmental Protection Association and the Nature
Conservation Council (NCC), and Coogee in partnership with NCC and Keep Sydney
Beautiful. The forums were well attended and covered a range of state wide and local
issues. Elections forums were also organised by Macarthur and Far South Coast Branches.

Membership
As at 30 June 2019, NPA comprised 4,043 voting members within 2,788 memberships
(individual and household). There was no significant net change in membership over
the period. Our supporter base and social media presence continues to expand
with a growing online community of over 40,000 people. This provides a platform to
communicate with a large, interested and generally younger audience.

17
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Branch Project/Activity Focus

Achievements

Hunter

Myall Lakes NP Mine Road

Submitted expression of interest for self-guided
overnight nature experiences for people with limited
mobility (“naturally accessible”)

Illawarra

Illawarra Escarpment Mountain Biking
Strategy

Strong advocacy against the inappropriate siting
of mountain bike trails and routes on the Illawarra
Escarpment in collaboration with local Aboriginal
communities and local conservation groups.

Illawarra

Reclaim Kosci

Assisted the Reclaim Kosci campaign through
submissions and participation on the walk to highlight the
plight of the alpine habitats.

Illawarra

Drinking water catchments

Contributed to submissions on the protection of the
environmental values of Sydney’s drinking water
catchments from coal mining proposals.

Macarthur

Conservation advocacy

Engaged with Council, Department of Planning and other
regulators on proposals that impact on the Macarthur
region, through participation on Council committees,
community consultative committees, reference groups,
Local Planning Panel and Independent Planning
Commission hearings, meeting with local MPs and
government agencies, and submissions on development
applications.

NPA Branch Achievements
Branch Project/Activity Focus

Achievements

Armidale

Hosted a community information event in conjunction
with NPA State Council meeting, involving local
landholders, academics and technical specialists.
Introduced NPA members from across the State to
tablelands TSRs.

Promote the protection of the natural
heritage values of Travelling Stock Routes
(TSR) throughout the tablelands and western
slopes.

Continued scrutiny of proposals to dispose of TSRs
through sale or long-term leases.
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Armidale

Pilliga conservation initiative.

Launched engagement with local Pilliga conservationists
and landholders to explore innovative opportunities
for improved conservation outcomes in Western NSW’s
largest area of remnant forest.

Macarthur

Central
Coast

Respond to mountain biking proposals for
Council reserves.

Engaged with Council’s mountain biking proposals,
advocating for a restriction of new tracks to areas with
appropriate landscape capability characteristics and little
or no potential for adverse impacts on the natural and
cultural heritage values of the park.

Campaign against the continued
fragmentation and loss of remnant
vegetation across the Macarthur Branch,
including the Mount Gilliard proposal

Continued promotion of the Macarthur region’s natural
heritage values by providing information on the negative
impacts of coal mining, the use of yabby traps on aquatic
fauna and the continuation of the Nature Talk program.

Mid North
Coast

Continue to restore sand mining affected
coastal reserves, including Diamond Head
and other parts of Crowdy Bay National Park

Hosted the 40th anniversary of the Crowdy Bay Bitou
bashers, NSW’s longest running community based
restoration project.

Milton

Campaign against inappropriate urban
expansion across the Shoalhaven

Made submissions on all residential and rural residential
development applications which potentially degrade
vegetation extent and connectivity within the region.
Lead NPA’s contributions to the campaign to establish
a Sydney Marine Park, involving numerous community
forums, media releases and personal meetings with local
MPs.

Central
Coast

Campaign to secure protection of Local
Government Area listed environmental
protection areas from inappropriate
development.

Advocated for the protection of sensitive coastal lands
through appropriate planning controls under local
environment plans.

Coffs Coast

Renewed NPA presence on the Coffs Coast
through the establishment of a revitalised
Branch.

New branch established with the goal of campaigning
to end native forest harvesting, realise the Great Koala
National Park proposal and encourage the transition to
nature-based tourism enterprises.

Southern
Sydney

Sydney Marine Park

Far North
Coast

Campaign against the reclassification of old
growth forest and rainforest in existing State
Forest protected areas.

Contributed to submissions and representations to
government opposing the reclassification of old growth
and rainforest in State Forest protected zones.

Campaign against coal mining in the drinking Submissions and media on the independent review of
water catchments
the impacts of mining on the environmental values of the
catchments and any subsequent mining applications.

Far South
Coast

Ending forestry in far South Coast public
native forests.

Continued to build momentum and local community
support for the campaign to end logging in the Southern
Forests, through active engagement in community
forums, video productions and local advocacy.

Southern
Sydney,
Illawarra
and
Macarthur
Sydney
Region

Establishment of new (renewed) branch

Hunter

Respond to iconic walk proposals and other
potential threats to branch parks.

Engaged with NPWS around iconic walk and associated
infrastructure proposals for Tomaree National Park with
the objective of minimising the environmental footprint.

Hunter

Additions to Barrington Tops National Park.

Developed detailed proposal to Minister for Environment
for proposed additions to Barrington Tops National Park.

Organised the launch of a (re)newed Sydney Region
Branch to improve opportunities for NPA members in the
Sydney metro area to become more actively involved in
shared experiences and conservation advocacy.
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Collaboration with other organisations
Nature Conservation Council of NSW
NPA made significant contributions to the NCC Forest Working Group. This is a network
of State- and locally-based environment organisations committed to achieving an end
to logging within public native forests. The primary focus of the group this year was
responding to the proposed renewal of the Regional Forest Agreements and major
regulatory changes affecting public and private native forestry. Over a six-month period,
members worked tirelessly to prepare submissions in response to the second and third
five-yearly reviews of the Regional Forest Agreements, the draft Coastal Integrated
Forestry Operations Approval, and the Forestry Legislation Amendment Bill 2018. The
group also worked collaboratively to design and implement a campaign plan.
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Environmental Liaison Office
We continued to be an active member of the Environmental Liaison Office (ELO), an
alliance of nine leading environmental organisations from across NSW. ELO aims to
ensure that member organisations’ shared concerns and priorities are communicated
consistently to Government and parliamentary members.

National Parks Australia Council
NPA is one of six member organisations from across Australia that form the National
Parks Australia Council (NPAC). NPAC provides a forum for regular communication with
our sister national parks associations in each State and territory, and acts as a united
voice supporting conservation of the national reserve system.
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NPA Website
The NPA website continues to provide our members and supporters with publications,
resources, news and NPA updates, and membership and other financial transactions.
From 30 June 2018 to 1 July 2019 the NPA website was viewed 110,329 times.

Nature NSW
Published four times per year, Nature NSW continues to attract high-end articles from
a range of authors including dignitaries, scientists, government staff and well-known
conservationists. It features a diverse range of articles on national parks, native flora and
fauna, NPA’s citizen science programs, campaigns and conservation issues to attract a
wide audience.

Social Media and Mailing Lists
NPA’s strong social media presence continued to grow. The continued use of regular
posts, graphics, videos, social media petitions and actions enabled us to grow our
combined supporter base to over 40,000. NPA continued to regularly engage our
supporters and members through our monthly e-newsletter, Nature News and dedicated
campaign mailing lists.

Communicating our knowledge
Communication within the NPA community, with key decision
makers that we seek to influence, and with the media and general
public are all essential for achieving our goals. This reflects our
role as a community educator on the natural environment, as an
advocate for change to environmental law and policy, and as a
widely recognised expert on nature conservation.
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Environmental Education
NPA member, Janine Kitson, continued to run her excellent series of WEA workshops
on significant people and issues of the conservation movement, and Anne Dickson
commenced a series of U3A (University of the Third Age) education sessions with two
lectures on Kosciuszko National Park on the Central Coast.

Environmental Book Club
The book club continued to meet regularly in Sydney (and via teleconference) and
provide a forum to discuss and gain a deeper understanding of the natural environment
through reviewing books on current and historical environmental issues.
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An effective advocate
Government legislation, policy, plans and project approvals can have major long-term
consequences to the natural environment—both positive and negative. Advocating for
nature conservation to government decision-makers is a vital part of what NPA does, and
involves considerable time and effort. Important advocacy tools include:
•

Written submissions and representations to Ministers, parliamentary members and
government agencies

•

Appearances at inquiries, public hearings and parliamentary committees

•

Face-face meetings with Ministers, parliamentary members and officials

•

Submission guides for use by NPA members and the general public

•

Media commentary provided via media releases, interviews and published articles

During the year, a total of 68 written submissions and representations were made. Major
items included:
•

Faunal extinction inquiry

•

Hawkesbury Shelf Bioregion marine park proposal

•

Integrated forestry operations approval

•

Mining in Sydney water catchment

•

Private native forestry review

•

Snowy 2.0 pumped hydro proposal

•

Warragamba Dam inquiry

About 60% of all written submissions and representations were prepared by volunteer
members of branch or specialist committees. These perform an indispensable part of
NPA’s advocacy capability.
There were also 32 media releases circulated to metropolitan and local media outlets.
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Strengthening NPA’s operations
Coordinating the talents and efforts of the combined NPA
community requires the necessary organising structures and
resources, otherwise the prospects for success will be greatly
diminished. These essential requirements are effective advocacy
methods, a robust financial base and efficient governance and
management.
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NPA Executive
The Executive consists of office-bearers and general Executive members who are
elected annually by the State Council from nominations invited from the general
membership. The Executive plays a key leadership role in developing strategy. Working
in conjunction with the Executive Officer, the Executive is responsible for NPA’s annual
business plan and budget, and manages all associated financial and operational affairs.

Governance
NPA is an incorporated association with a decentralised structure of member groups
and committees. Governance arrangements and procedures are set out in the NPA
Constitution and By-Laws.
During the year the Governance Review Working Group prepared a detailed report on
governance arrangements. The Group’s recommendations were adopted in full by the
State Council. The Group recommended that no action be taken at present to amend
the Constitution or transfer incorporation to a company limited by guarantee. However, it
was recommended that all delegations of authority be comprehensively revised. Other
recommendations included developing a complaint handling process and a membership
strategy. Steps are currently in hand to implement these recommendations.
Miscellaneous amendments were also made to the NPA By-Laws to give further clarity
to governance processes. Significant matters dealt with included Executive election
procedures and measures to strengthen NPA’s non-partisan status.

NPA State Council
Membership of the State Council comprises branch delegates, committee convenors,
Executive members, affiliate delegates and additional appointed members. Principal
roles include setting strategic direction and policy, co-ordinating conservation activities
by member groups, representing member interests, and electing and overseeing the
NPA Executive.
The State Council met three times during the year (in Sydney, Armidale and Laurieton).
Significant matters that were considered included:
•

Review of Strategic Plan 2018-2022

•

Proposed strategies for fundraising and membership

•

Conservation priorities

•

Governance review

•

Routine updates on conservation, member activities, financial and other matters

Public forums on regional conservation issues were held in conjunction with the Armidale
and Laurieton meetings. Both forums were very well attended.
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The Executive met eight times during the year in Sydney. Significant matters that were
considered included:
•

Recruitment of new Executive Officer

•

Fundraising and membership strategies—including identifying ‘value propositions’ for
potential members, supporters and donors

•

Annual business plan—an Executive member has been nominated as a ‘sponsor’ for
each program in the plan

•

Annual budget and improved financial management

•

Proposed delegation framework

•

Conservation campaign plans

Member groups and committees
Specialist committees develop policy and provide advice on a variety of management
and conservation matters. The Finance Committee and the Fundraising and Membership
Committee each comprise selected Executive members and staff attendees. The
Landscape Conservation, Park Management and Field Activities committees enable
volunteer members to contribute directly to ongoing conservation work and the
coordination of member activities.
Branch committees conduct NPA affairs within 15 separate branches of the State. Their
work includes local advocacy, membership recruitment, nature-based activities, member
newsletters and collaboration with regional conservation networks.

Representation on statutory advisory committees
NPA is represented on 9 Regional Advisory Committees under the National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1974. The Act also provides for NPA to be represented on the National Parks
and Wildlife Advisory Council. However, despite nominations being provided to the then
Minister, no appointment was made during the financial year. This omission has been
rectified by the current Minister.
Representation is also maintained on several mining-related community consultative
committees under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, and on various
local government advisory committees.
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Positions Held

State Council

Type

Number

Group

Name

Executive

9

Executive

As indicated

State Council

36

Armidale

Bryan Johnston, Lynne Hosking (alt.)

Specialist committees

47

Central Coast

Maarten van der Wende

Branch committees

102

Far South Coast

Mike Thompson

Representatives to external
bodies (excl. local bodies)

17

Hunter

Ian Donovan, John Simpson, Wendy Wales, Annii
Shiels (alt.)

Statutory advisory
committees

9

Illawarra

Graham Burgess, Helen Wilson

Macarthur

Beth Michie, Rob Michie

Total

220
Mid North Coast

Coleta Richards, Julie McInerney, Ian Hodson, Faye
Suwena (alt.), Adele Vickers (alt.)

Milton

Brigitte Nairn, Liz Searle

Southern Sydney

Brian Everingham, Gary Schoer, Ross Jeffree, Hugh
Veness

Tamworth

Ron Webster

NSW Teachers Federation

Narelle Hill

Park Management

Rachel Fitzhardinge, Alix Goodwin

Landscape Conservation

Grahame Douglas

Additional appointed
members

Adrian Davey, Neil Denison, Tom Fink, Conny
Harris, Helene Orr, Peter Wilson

NPA Executive
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Position

Name

President

Anne Dickson

Senior Vice President:

[vacant]

Vice President

Sam Garrett-Jones

Secretary

Ian Donovan

Treasurer

Ted Woodley

Executive members

Grahame Douglas, Samantha Newton, David
Papps, Anne Reeves, Peter Wilson
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Staff

Financial Summary

NPA’s staff are hard working, enthusiastic members of the NPA community. They achieve
great things under constant time pressure, and their efforts are greatly appreciated. We
particularly thank Alix Goodwin, Margot Law and Richard Zhu who all moved on to other
organisations this year.

Income Statement for the year ended 30 June
2019
Operating Activities

($AU)
30 Jun 2019

30 Jun 2018

Appeals, Donations & Bequests

588,962

877,129

Grants & Sponsorships

378,805

480,065

Membership Fees

151,998

147,719

Other Income

50,359

78,037

1,170,124

1,582,950

Activity Insurance

13,348

14,810

Conservation Activities - General

48,750

92,567

Conservation Activities - Projects

277,494

246,051

42,735

62,940

7,366

17,305

46,587

69,866

17,176

19,250

571,161

631,889

108,249

42,242

1,132,866

1,196,920

37,258

386,030

OPERATING INCOME

Position

Name

Chief Executive Officer (until Dec 2018)

Alix Goodwin

Interim Executive Officer (Jan - Mar 2019)

Samantha Newton

Executive Officer (from Mar 2019)

Gary Dunnett

Total Income

Operations Manager

Fae Barton

OPERATING EXPENDITURE

Communications & Publications Manager

Kiran Charles

Citizen Science Officer - until November 2018

Margot Law

Citizen Science Officer (and Accounts Assistant
from June)

Stephanie Clark

Finance & Fundraising Officer

Diane Latta

Activities Manager

Matt McClelland

Bush Connect Project Officer

David Rush

Employee Benefits - Including Grants

Senior Ecologist

Dr Oisín Sweeney

Amortisation and depreciation

Accounts Assistant

Richard Zhu

Conservation Activities - Branch support
Merchandising & Fundraising
Member Services
Journal

Total Expenses
OPERATING SURPLUS

30
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Operating Income 2017 - 2019
Balance Sheet ending 30 June 2018
ASSETS

($AU)
30 June 2019

30 June 2018

27,125

31,996

Cash & Cash Equivalents

1,419,590

1,300,127

Total current Assets

1,446,715

1,332,123

Current Assets
Receivables & Inventories

Non-Current Assets
Fixed Assets at Written Down Value
Financial Assets
Total Non-current Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

172,835

70,741

34,024

19,844

206,859

90,585

1,653,574

1,422,708

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Non-current Liabilities

496,055

348,442

45,995

TOTAL LIABILITIES

542,050

348,442

TOTAL ASSOCIATION FUNDS

1,111,524

1,074,266

900,000
800,000
700,000
600,000
500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
-

2018-2019
2017-2018

Appeals,
Grants & Membership
Donations & Sponsorships
Fees
Bequests

Other
Income

Operating Expenditure 2017 - 2019
700,000
600,000
500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
-

2018-2019
2017-2018
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